2018 was a mix of extremes. Lots of good stuff… Our old friend, Shaking Through engineer Jonathan Low won a Grammy, as did our long-time Weathervane friends, The War on Drugs (congratulations, guys!). And who in Philadelphia could forget the night the Eagles won the Super Bowl?

But this year, that same frightening tide of division, largely born of the last presidential election cycle, continued to give us pause. We know that speaking out is a universal human need. This is underscored by the fact that this year we heard not only from artists - In 2018, the outcry of professional athletes truly captivated and stirred so many of us as well. That has reassured our passion for telling the stories of music and music makers that we told this year. Their stories and their voices are important.

In 2018 Shaking Through continued to highlight creative self-expression, always exploring why artists make music and how it changes our world. Music is special, because where so much media isolates and separates, music does the opposite. It brings people together, often re-establishing our common humanity.

So we continue to idealize a world where creative impulses bring about change, justice, and healing. And without a doubt, we see our work as aiding those impulses - highlighting the inspiring stories, creating opportunities to support and engage with great new music, and sharing resources for making music as well.

This work means everything to us. Thank you for everything that you did in 2018 to make it possible, and here's to the coming year!

With thanks and love,

Brian McTear
Founder, Executive Director
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Brian McTear is a nationally respected Philadelphia Record Producer, musician and studio owner who has worked with artists like Sharon Van Etten, Kurt Vile, The War on Drugs, and Joan Osborne. Before he co-founded Weathervane Music with Bill Robertson in 2009, McTear was a 1991 graduate of The Hill School and attended West Chester University from 1991 – 1995.
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Head of Operations

Dan Scholnick has played a key role in Weathervane’s history, first as the Director of Positive Space’s Fiscal Sponsorship Program, which enabled Weathervane’s non-profit status from 2009 through 2013, and now as Operations Officer, a position created since Weathervane received its own 501(c)(3) status in November 2013. Dan is a 2000 graduate of Wesleyan University.
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Gabe Greenberg is a musician and a video maker. As Producer, Director and Editor of Weathervane’s Shaking Through series since 2015, Gabe has transformed how Weathervane’s mission and voice reach the world. Gabe is a 2014 graduate of Wesleyan University.
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Philadelphia native, Julia Rainer, is a life-long musician, and aspiring producer. Since graduating from The University of the Arts in 2017, she has worked to maintain communications with Weathervane members and the community, while assisting in ever-important matters of fundraising. In recent years, Julia has been writing, recording, releasing and performing her own music as well.
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Weathervane’s documentary video series, exploring the importance of creative self-expression, by collaborating with exemplary recording artists as they produce a new song in the studio.

For Shaking Through, artists come to Philadelphia to record a brand new song with the professional recording staff at our partner studio, Miner Street Recordings. We share their experiences, processes and techniques in beautifully produced, deeply engaging and illuminating documentary videos that release throughout the year. Our Remix Members become part of this creative experience, by downloading the original recorded multi-tracks, mixing them, and sharing them back with the community on Shaking Through episode pages. In addition, this year, Weathervane created the Event Access Membership, allowing members to attend Recording Workshops, Studio Concerts, and the Wrap Parties that we hold at the end of every Shaking Through recording session.

Shaking Through Sponsors

For the tenth year, Weathervane has worked on Shaking Through in partnership with Miner Street Recordings, the premiere Philadelphia recording studio in our Fishtown Neighborhood, and for the third year, we’ve also received video and lighting equipment with our partners at Expressway Cinema Rentals. Weathervane has also appreciated sponsorship from local food providers Rustica Pizza, Reanimator Coffee, and Philly Style Bagels.

Shaking Through Artist and Audience Impact

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VIDEO VIEWS</th>
<th>WEBSITE PAGE VIEWS</th>
<th>WEBSITE USERS</th>
<th>ARTISTS / PERFORMERS FROM PHILADELPHIA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>160,100</strong></td>
<td><strong>182,885</strong></td>
<td><strong>29,217</strong></td>
<td><strong>263 (60%)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2009 - 2017

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FEATURED MUSICAL GROUPS</th>
<th>INDIVIDUAL PERFORMERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>70</strong></td>
<td><strong>440</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2018 PRODUCTIONS

**J Pope and the HearNow - “How Long?”**
Released: July 5, 2017
Jasmine Pope is a Baltimore-based social worker and AIDS Advocate. An incredible singer and rapper, she and her band recorded their hip-hop / jazz fusion track, “How Long?” for this beautiful episode of Shaking Through.

**The Kominas - “We Got time”**
Executive Producers: Anthony Armenta, Bill Hawkins
Released: September 13, 2017
The Kominas describe themselves as “the brown-skinned children of South Asian immigrants.” For this episode, Weathervane shows how this most unique punk band makes music to shed light on racism, Islamophobia, and injustice.

**Steady Hands - “Magazines”**
Produced: July 22, 2017, Released: November 15, 2017
Executive Producer: Robert Ibsen
Sean Huber was a member of the popular band Modern Baseball. In this episode, his new band, Steady Hands, recorded their song “Magazines”, a song about losing people we care about to mental health issues.

**Thin Lips - “So Stoned”**
Produced: September 30, 2017, Released: January 31, 2018
Executive Producer: Ralph Zazula
Chriissy Tashjian and her band recorded their song “So Stoned”. In the episode she describes her struggles with agoraphobia, and the role music and friendships have had in helping her deal with it. This is one of the best stories Weathervane has had the privilege to tell.

**Jesse Hale Moore - “Enter Light”**
Produced: November 18, 2017, Released: April 25, 2018
Executive Producer: Dr. Karen Lyons
In this episode, Jesse describes the importance of collaborative influences, and how it is important not to be too guarded with his music, but instead to be willing to release it into the world.

**American Trappist - “Leann”**
Produced: January 20, 2018
Executive Producers: Anne Ravert
In this episode, singer Joe Michellini describes how abstraction and self-awareness influence his music. In the song “Leann”, he sings about once close friends, separated by diverging life circumstances. The song and recording in this episode are particularly excellent.

**Half Waif - “Every Animal”**
Produced: March 24, 2018
Executive Producers: Christopher Petro, Dr. Karen Lyons
In this incredible episode, Nandi Plunkett describes her experiences as a woman in music, and how her recently-passed grandmother’s life of daily ritual has influenced her own sense of vulnerability, emotional transparency and compassion.
Weathervane membership programs provide our community with deeper access to Shaking Through, Recording Workshops and Studio Concerts.

Members participate in several unique ways, from remixing the multitrack audio files and other materials that come from Weathervane programs, to attending events right as they are happening. For more information on membership levels and the activities that are available for members, see page 10.

**Active Members:**

- **SUSTAINING MEMBERS**
  - 5

- **MONTHLY MEMBERS**
  - 223

- **ANNUAL MEMBERS**
  - 318

- **EDU MEMBERS**
  - 447

- **FREE MEMBERS**
  - 1041

Jesse Hale Moore Listening Party. Photo by Hojun Yu
Sean Huber of Steady Hands. Photo by John Ryan

Joseph Michelini of American Trappist. Photo by Hojun Yu

Adan Carlo of Half Watf. Photo by Hojun Yu

Chrissy Tashjian of Thin Lips. Photo by Hojun Yu
Weathervane Recording Workshops are two-day recording sessions where we explain all the processes and techniques that go into recording music.

To many, our workshops function like live, instructional versions of Shaking Through, with a similar creative goal to record one incredible new song in two days. The difference here is a much greater focus on learning. These remarkable events are not only educational, they provide quality interaction between other members, music fans, and Weathervane staff and crew.

Recording Workshops

**Petunia**  
*Sept 16 - 17, 2017*

**Bree and the Reeds**  
*Feb 17 - 18, 2018*

**Rock to the Future House Band**  
*April 7 - 8, 2018*

**Girls Rock Philly**  
*June 9 - 10, 2018*
REVENUE AND SUPPORT

Workshop Fees $  630
EDU Institution Membership Fees 8,245
EDU Document Sales 2,071
Rights and Royalties 8,356
Individual Memberships 24,374
Partnership Fees 1,000
Contributions
   Individuals 46,447
   Corporations and Foundations 24,923
   Government 14,311

EDU Institution Membership Fees 8,245
EDU Document Sales 2,071
Rights and Royalties 8,356
Individual Memberships 24,374
Partnership Fees 1,000
Contributions
   Individuals 46,447
   Corporations and Foundations 24,923
   Government 14,311

CASH REVENUE AND SUPPORT 130,357
In-Kind Professional Services 900
In-Kind Studio Rent 17,400
In-Kind Equipment Rental 4,436

TOTAL REVENUE AND SUPPORT 153,093

EXPENSES

Salaries and Payroll Taxes $ 121,160
Advertising 2,967
Bank Fees 2,911
Catering and Hospitality 2,162
Depreciation 6,940
Dues and Subscriptions 898
Equipment Rental 1,513
Information Technology 5,155
Insurance 1,490
Office Expense 310
Postage and Delivery 585
Printing and Publication 989
Professional Fees 3,955
Recording and Broadcast 5,600
Rent - Office 7,653
Supplies 1,750
Travel 112

TOTAL CASH EXPENSES 166,149

In-Kind Professional Services 900
In-Kind Studio Rent 17,400
In-Kind Equipment Rental 4,436

TOTAL EXPENSES 188,885

TOTALS

Change in net assets - 35,792
Net assets, start of fiscal year 69,987

NET ASSETS, END OF FISCAL YEAR 34,195
**Sustaining Membership**
Minimum recurring donation $1 / month

To put it simply, anyone who makes a recurring donation automatically becomes a Sustaining Member. To do so, go to the donation page on our website and make a gift of any size, big or small. After you write in the amount, check the box immediately below that says “I want to contribute this amount every month.” Fill in your payment info and hit “Enter”. That’s all it takes to become one of our most valuable supporters. Your recurring gift is huge to Weathervane’s operational stability.

**Remix Membership**
Annual - $80 / year    Monthly - $8 / month

As a Remix Member, you can download and remix multitracks from Shaking Through, Recording Workshops, even Studio Concerts. Generally speaking, Monthly Remix Members have access to our most recent episode content, while Annual Remix Members can access all available episode content. There’s no doubt - Remix Membership is one thing that sets Weathervane apart from all other communities online or off.

**Event Access Membership**
$125 / year (individual)    $250 / year (family)

Enjoy all the benefits of Annual Remix Membership, along with extra benefits like free admission to our Recording Workshops, Studio Concerts, and Shaking Through Wrap Parties. This membership level is specifically designed for people able and willing to travel to our great city for these wonderful events (and some people travel far to do so).

**EDU Membership**
Annual - $60 / year (individual)

The Weathervane EDU Program packages remix multitracks from Shaking Through, and Recording Workshops, along with additional short “how-to” text documents for instructors and students of the recording arts and sciences. For additional information or to inquire about institutional bulk memberships, contact: brian.mctear@weathervanemusic.org.

---

**Donate Online**
http://weathervanemusic.org/donate
http://weathervanemusic.org/membership

**Donate By Check**
Make Check Payable to:
Weathervane Music
PO BOX 29498
Philadelphia PA, 19125
THE ROLE OF MAJOR DONORS & CORPORATE SPONSORS

By supporting Weathervane Music, major donors and corporate sponsors can be recognized for the incredible opportunities they create for the Weathervane Community.

Exclusively for Major Donors & Corporate Sponsors

Major Donors can opt to experience Shaking Through recording sessions and video shoots in the studio, as they happen, and in real-time. As a Special or Executive Producer, this opportunity will change the way you listen to all music.

- Special and Executive Producers are credited in Shaking Through videos and audio releases alongside the artists, production staff and other major supporters.
- Corporate Sponsors are also credited by name or with their company logo in Shaking Through videos.
- Major Donors and Corporate Sponsors are invited to attend Shaking Through Basic Tracking, Overdubbing, Mixing and/or Artist Interviews
- All Major Donor and Corporate Sponsorship plans are fully customizable.

Your contribution...

- Supports independent music and the vibrant community that surrounds it.
- Creates opportunities for artists whose story and music should be heard.
- Supports the belief that artists are the important voices our society needs, and that self-expression needs to be taught and encouraged in our culture.
- Enables the production of educational materials and opportunities for aspiring musicians, recordists, and producers.

Weathervane urges major supporters to participate in all member activities, such as Shaking Through Wrap Parties, Recording Workshops, and Private Studio Concerts. Also, included with your gift is the opportunity to give memberships to friends, family or other loved ones.

To design the right set of opportunities for you, your family or your company please contact Brian.McTear@weathervanemusic.org.
**Weathervane Founders Circle**

Bill Hawkins  
Robert Ibsen  
Dr. Karen Lyons  
Jason Smith  
Ralph Zazula  

**Shaking Through Special Producers**

**Executive Producers**  
Anthony Armenta  
Michael Donahue  
Bill Hawkins  
Robert Ibsen  
Dr. Karen Lyons  
Matthew Neal  
Matt Ramer  
Christopher Petro  
Anne Ravert  
Ralph Zazula  

**Associate Producers**  
Robert Bailey  
Bryan Baker  
Tara Boyd  
Phil Bradshaw  
Carol Donatucci  
Timothy Egan  
Joel Glaser  
D’vorah Horn-Greenberg  
Mark Kalinowski  
Scott McMicken  
Joan Rainer  
Frank Silvestry  
Benjamin Sweet  
David Waltenbaugh  

**Corporate Support**

Miner Street Recordings  
Expressway Cinema Rentals  
Earthquaker Devices  
Rustica Pizza  
Reanimator Coffee  
Philly Style Bagels  
Two Roads Brewery  

**Foundation and Government Support**

Thomas Scattergood Foundation for Behavioral Health  
The Philadelphia Cultural Fund  
The Pennsylvania Council on the Arts  
The Patriarch Family Foundation  

Weathervane Music receives state arts funding support through a grant from the Pennsylvania Council on the Arts, a state agency funded by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and the National Endowment for the Arts, a federal agency.

**Major Donors ($500 +)**

Anthony Armenta  
Bryan Baker  
Tara Boyd  
Phil Bradshaw  
Michael Donahue  
Carol Donatucci  
Robert Ibsen  
Karen Lyons  
Matthew Neal  
Christopher Petro  
Anne Ravert  
Jason Smith  
Benjamin Sweet  
Ralph Zazula  

**Donors ($1 - $499)**

Robert Bailey  
Günter Bertling  
Sean Byrne  
Tess Coffey  
Paige Coley  
Timothy Egan  
Theresa Fedak  
Elizabeth Fitzgerald  
David Foley  
Joel Glaser  
D’vorah Horn-Greenberg  
Anja Jacobs  
Mark Kalinowski  
Scott McMicken  
Brian McTeer  
Martha Mentzer  
Mojmir Mesároš  
Beth Morrissey  
Nicole Mount  
Joan Rainer  
Bruce Reinfeld  
Steve Ring  
Joan Solgado  
Justin-Paul Sammons  
Randy Scope  
Frank Silvestry  
David Waltenbaugh  
Ross Zimmer  

**Event Access Members**

Chris Adams  
Evan Altken  
Anthony Anzalone  
Rhiannon Blanchette  
Jeffrey Booth  
Francis Ciprero  
Charles Colas  
Ben Craig  
Jackson Craig  
Sam Feine  
Robert Ibsen  
John Kitzmiller  
Ashley Lehmann  
James Madison  
Daniel Maney  
Leonora Mange  
Kevin Manning
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Elijah Matoushek
Ryan McTear
David Meyer
Marc Neibauer
Jennie Quinn
Matt Ramer
Stephanie Robertson
Mark Saddlemire
Zoe Sanderson
Sean Timmons

Sustaining Members
Günter Bertling
Paige Coley
David Foley
D’vorah Horn-Greenberg
Mark Kalinowski

Annual Members
Joshua Ahmanson
Mohit Ahuja
Sorgun Akkor
Osbaldo Alvarez
Jorge Amaral
Scott Amore
Jostein Andersen
Gustavo Andrade
Tim Andrew
Tom Archer
Anthony Armenta
Paul Austin
Brice Auxier
Bruce Ayers
Jon Baker
Timothy Bakke
Tom Bamford
Brandon Bartee
John Baum
Judith Beaumont
Mariel Beaumont
Maurice Beekman
Noah Beil
Konstantin Bekrev
Jon Bellona
Koi Benvenutto
Bjørn Berg
Per Berlin Englund
Günter Bertling
Sam Biggs

Jonathan Blount
Bo Bodnar
Joe Bonomo
Scott Borecki
Mike Boutte
Andrew Boyd
Patrick Brannen
Thomas Braun
Joshua Brinckerhoff
Adrien Brochier
Max Brodie
Stuart A Brown
Michael Bryant
Emiel Buiss
Laurence Buisson
Jan Burgmeester
Brian Burnham
Jacob Bush
Thomas Cacciapaglia
Helen Caddes
Jafar Calley
Thomas Chianti
Kosta Chingas
Charity Church
Louis Cirignano
Roman Clarkson
Christopher Collins
Bradley Columbine
Nicholas Comensoli
Joel Condal Llorens
Sarah Conner
Timothy Corder
Andrea Cosentino
Brandon Cruz
Paddy Cummings
Stacie Dale
Johnny Dance
John Davies
Madison Davis
Patrick Dawson
Andres Daza
Brecht De Man
Clayton Dean
Tobias Deitmer
Sergio Del Castillo Dueñas
Erik Delicath
Ian Dierks
James Dixon
Luke Donovan
Ryan Dowdall
Derick Downey
Ryan Earnhardt
Timothy Egan
Keith Elliott
adrian evans
Miles Fender
Sean Fennell
Nicholas Fiorentino
Haley Fohr
Brendan Franklin
Dries Fransen
Blake Freele
John Freyermuth
Gilles Gagne
Daniel Garcia
German Ghio
Timo Giesselmann
Brian Gilgan
Simon Gillman
Joel Glaser
Thorsten Golder
Anthony Gomez
Eduardo Gomez
antoine goujon
Laura Grablutz
Iain Graham
Jacob Graham
Chris Grehan
Michael Griggs
Matthew Grinstead
Greg Hain
Joel Halford
Quinten Hall
Alex Halliday
Alan Halverson
Coen Hamelink
Joseph Harling
Daniel Harnett
Austin Hart
Daniel Haviland
Markku Heikkilä
Theo Herbst
Shane Hill
Matthew Hintz
Jan Hofer
Taylor Holtzheimer
Jonathan Hoof
Sam Hoogstraten
Robert Hornbostel
Pei Chi Huang
Sean Huber
Jaik Hunt
Patrick Hunt
Robert Hunt
Adam Hutnik
Robert Ibsen
Michael Jackson
Darren Jensen
Thomas Severin Jensen
Magnus Johansson
Hector Jon
Elmore Jones
Allan Kalich
Leah Kardos
Shinichi Kawakami
Matthew Kay
Nate Kelmes
Vadim Kharaz
Patrick Kicklighter
Christopher Kilmer
Hajime Komura
Yuval Kossovsky
Sergey Kruglov
Peter Kunau
Justin Kurtz
Pablo Langois
Bobby Lanza
Peter Larkin
Marty Laye
Joshua Lemasters
Andreas Lengyel
Jason Lescalleet
Michel Letellier
Gabe Levy
Yoon Soo Lim
Gloria Lima
Joshua Linne
Tim Lloyd
damian loher
Eric Lowe
Ørjan Lund
Torstein Lunde
Elizabeth Lynch
Karen Lyons
Curtis MacNevin
Kevin Martinez
David Martorana
Bradley Matala
Robert McGeehan
Kirk McNally
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Thomas Meade
Jack McCherle
Andreas Meixner
Joshua Merritt
Sean Mitchell
John Mondick
Fernando Montiel Sanchez
Steven Morford
Fabian Morgenthaler
Terence Moseley
Torrell Moss
Thomas Mudd
Grzegorz Mukanowski
George Muller
Tibor Naef
Michael Nahama
John Nairn
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Stephen Norman
Damian Oakes
Peter Oliver
Petteri Ollila
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Andrew Paonessa
David Park
John Parrish
David Pasch
Charles Payson
Michael Pechter
Iban Perez
Guillaume Pervieux
Jacob Peters
Gregg Petrine
Christopher Petro
Taylor Phillips
Ken Pichal
Alessio Polacchini
Gregory Price
Richard Quesada
Dito Rahman
Jason Reif
Timothy Jon Reilly
Bruce Reinfeld
Brian Reitz
Dan Renna
Hugo Ribeiro
Michel Richard
Aloysius Riley
Christian Roberge
Keith Robichaux
Andrew Robinson
Alan Rollins
Corey Rolph
Rohan Ross
Joseph Russo
Connor Ryan
Mike Ryan
Edouard Saint-Paul
Alexander Sanchez
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David Scott
Maxim Severinov
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Ben Smith
Jason Smith
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Nick Warters
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Maddy Waugh
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Michael White
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Benjamin Wilde
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Sean Williams
Alex Wilson
Robert Wing
David Worthen
Paul Wren
Kyle Youhas
Jeffrey Yu
Coskun Yuce
Emre yuclu
Joshua Zaborowski
Alex Zarek
Ralph Zazula
Daniel Ziemann
Ross Zimmer
直史 安田
凉也 山田

Remix Members
(Monthly)

Antonia Abell
Navid Aghili
Panos Amelidis
Jonathan Aravich
Jeremy Ashcraft
Daniel Autorino
Jonas Bambrough
Elias Banagas
Ara Bernardi
Tanika Birch
CJ Blair
Bradley Blyth
Keilen Bolger
Jasper Boogaard
Anthony Boris
Jean Christophe Bork
Anil Bostanci
Donielle Boukram

Sean Brockman
Jordan Bruner
Baptiste Bucaillie
Vincent Bucher
Jack Byrne
Michael Byrne
Evan Cardwell
Thomás Carmony
Jim Caroll
Spencer Carpenter
Andy Carrington
Brenda Casas
James Cassidy
Nicolas Choi
Tye Claridge
Louis D Clemons
Dylan Cocozzo
Corey Coleman
Riccardo Corrales
Jonas Correia
Johan Dahlberg
Louis Daurat
Thomas de Vries
Seth DeBlase
Sam Docherty
Peter Dowsett
Jacob Duncan
Max Dutcher
Christopher Dwight
Paul Easterday
Magnus Eriksson
Andy Estrada
Rhys Evans
Geran Falk
Shiko Feldman
David Ferreira
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Thomas Fripon
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Cameron Gavin
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Adam Gorman
Andrew Gorman
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Josie Hacking
Eric Heber-Suffrin
Stephen Heine
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Pocholo Hermosa
Patrick Higgs
Banno Hiroaki
Chris Hodge
David Hollands
Adam Hopkins
Richard Pearce Horner
John Howard
Darnell Hudson
John Humphrey
Tyler Hunnisett
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Itay Jerufi
William Johnson
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Andrew Kerridge
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Kenneth McGee
Cameron McMichael
Luke McNamee
Keegan Meiring
Monthly Member
Pierrot Messiaen
Jimmy Mickel
Ronald Miksch
Daniel Millar
Amanda Miller
Daniel Miller
Jack Mills
John Mondick
Jaymes Moore
Arthur Mulatinho Bonfá
Jonathan Muraca
Oscar Naveiras Calvo
Lucas Neme
Pawel Niegoswki
Zachary Nilson
Cadyn O’Brien
Damian Oakes
Joseph Oakes
Patrick Osterday
Jake Ottinger
Rose Parker
Thomas Parks
Clifford Parson
Donnie Patterson
Lucas Payson
Jiah Pearson-Leary
Vincent Perez Palermo
Brian Peterson
Ian Piascik
Kevin Polochak
Ricardo Ponce
Leslie Pugh
Chris Ramirez
David Ransbarger
Isaac Reidt
John Reyles
Antonio Robbins
Paige Rodgers
Rob Rodgers
Milos Rojkov
Justin Romanos
Jonathan Royce
Marcin Rutowski
Stephen Sammartino
David Scott
Keith Scully
Chris Selim
William Shouldis
Kate Sibole
David Silverstein
Ora Simpson
Daniel Sipe
Peter Slikker
Brent Smith
Luana Soro
Stephen Spencer
Andrew Stansfield
Mark Stephenson
Alex Stevenson
Steven Stini
Mark Strickland
Sierra Szuhaj
Hoshi Takayuki
Chris Taylor
Eric Taylor
Dominic Thibault
Laura Thieme
John Paul Thompson
Maike Thomsen
Steven Thorley
Daniel Thorpe
Emil Torday
Earl Townsend
Yuuki Tsuge
Eric Van de Iest
Eric Van Wanrooij
Francesco Varzi
Stefan Volejnik
Jared Vychodil
Adam Vychodil
Jimmy Walker
Matthew Walker
Jamie Warren
Sam Warren
Reinert Wasserman
Robert Webb
James Weikart
Devon Wheeler
Robert Whytock
William Wilkins
Gary Williams
Huw Woodward
Ben Worsey
Evan Yester
Axel Zachary
Ruslan Zaypold
純哉 佐竹
将史 千徳
佳祐 木原
優也 木村